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ABSTRACT
Model checking of partitioned global address space programs tends
to suffer from the state explosion problem because these programs
allow concurrent and/or parallel execution and memory sharing. To
avoid this problem, it is essential to perform proper abstractions
based on the properties to be verified because these can dramati-
cally reduce the number of states to be explored in programs. How-
ever, it is not always easy to automatically infer proper abstractions
because programs and properties to be verified vary.

In this paper, we propose a model checking framework that in-
cludes user-definable abstractions. The key idea of the framework
is that it exposes the intermediate representation of the program’s
abstract syntax tree, enabling users to define their own abstractions
flexibly and concisely by creating a translator to translate the trees.
We also describe our proof-of-concept implementation of a model
checking tool for Coarray Fortran and present various experimental
results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—
model checking, user-defined abstraction, partitioned global ad-
dress space language

General Terms
Verification

1. INTRODUCTION
Because of the limitations on improving the performance of a sin-
gle processor core, today’s computer systems (especially those for
high-performance computing) are typically formed from multiple
computing nodes, where each node is equipped with multiple pro-
cessors, each containing multiple processor cores. For example, the
world’s top computer at the time of writing this paper (according
to the TOP500 list [39]) comprises over 1.5 million cores. Thus,
there is a real need for a new programming model that is suitable
for systems with a huge number of processor cores, something that
we have never had to deal with before.

The partitioned global address space (PGAS) model [13, 33] is con-
sidered as a promising programming model for systems with a huge
number of processor cores where memories are configured in a hi-
erarchical and distributed way. In the PGAS model, all the threads
in a program can share a single address space even if the memories
are distributed over multiple computing nodes, as in traditional dis-
tributed shared memory (DSM) systems [28, 31, 14, 13]. The key
feature of the PGAS model that distinguishes it from DSM is that
the shared single address space is partitioned and each partition can
be locally bound to a thread. Thus, programmers are able to create
locality-aware programs by exploiting the locally bound partitions.
In fact, a number of programming languages have been proposed
and implemented based on the PGAS model [7, 38, 33, 27, 34].

One of the problems with PGAS languages is that programmers
can easily introduce concurrency bugs into their programs. For ex-
ample, race conditions tend to occur because a portion of a single
address space can be manipulated by multiple threads simultane-
ously. A solution that avoids race conditions is to synchronize ac-
cesses from multiple threads with synchronization primitives (e.g.,
synchronization locks), but this is not that easy for two reasons.
First, excessive use of synchronization may severely degrade the
performance of the program. Second, synchronization primitives
themselves sometimes introduce other problems. For example, im-
proper use of synchronization locks may cause deadlock.

Model checking [23, 5, 22, 9, 10, 8] is one approach for address-
ing the problem of concurrency bugs. Basically, software model
checking explores all the states that can be reached by execut-
ing a given program, and checks whether a given property is en-
sured (e.g., there are no race conditions or deadlock). For example,
UPC-SPIN [11] is a model checking tool for the PGAS language,
Unified Parallel C (UPC) [38]. Since UPC-SPIN utilizes an exist-
ing model checking tool, SPIN [23], as its back end, it translates
UPC source programs into the modeling language of SPIN, called
Promela. More specifically, the translation relies on text-based pat-
tern matching and rewriting rules given by users.

However, there is a big problem with model checking PGAS pro-
grams: state explosion. The problem is that, because multiple
threads are executed concurrently in PGAS programs, the number
of states to be explored increases combinatorially as the number of
threads increases. To avoid the state explosion problem, it is essen-
tial to apply abstractions to programs [2, 29, 4, 16, 21, 32], that is,
extracting smaller models related to the properties to be verified by
removing irrelevant parts of the program. Unfortunately, it is not
always possible to infer proper abstractions automatically because



programs and properties to be verified vary. Thus, users sometimes
have to find and specify proper abstractions for their programs man-
ually. From this viewpoint, the text-based matching and rewriting
approach used in the conventional approach of UPC-SPIN is not
sufficient because the cost of creating the rules for abstractions is
almost equal to that of coding Promela models from scratch.

To address the problem, this paper proposes a model checking frame-
work that includes user-definable abstractions. The key idea of the
framework is that it exposes the intermediate representation of the
program’s abstract syntax tree, enabling users to define their own
abstractions flexibly and concisely by creating a translator for the
tree. By allowing users to create translators at the level of abstract
syntax trees, the cost of implementing the translator is lower than
that of coding text-based pattern matching and rewriting rules be-
cause unnecessary redundant rules that often appear in the conven-
tional approach are eliminated.

In addition, this paper also describes our proof-of-concept imple-
mentation of the proposed approach: CAF-SPIN. CAF-SPIN is a
software model checking tool for Coarray Fortran (CAF) [33] pro-
grams. In the current implementation of CAF-SPIN, both its in-
termediate representation of abstract syntax trees and translator are
written in Haskell [25, 37]. Thus, users are able to define their ab-
stractions by simply writing Haskell functions. Moreover, several
experimental results using CAF-SPIN are presented in the paper.

It is worth noting that, similar to UPC-SPIN, the current CAF-SPIN
does not handle relaxed memory models [1] directly, except for se-
quential consistency. This limitation does not cause problems for
checking programs that perform synchronization when accessing
shared memory, but may cause problems if synchronizations are
accidentally or intentionally omitted for performance reasons. Sup-
porting relaxed memory models is a future work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the conventional approach of UPC-SPIN and its associated prob-
lem from the viewpoint of program abstractions. Our approach is
explained in Section 3. More specifically, the definition of our in-
termediate representation and several example translators are pre-
sented. Section 4 briefly introduces our proof-of-concept imple-
mentation CAF-SPIN, with experimental results using CAF-SPIN
given in Section 3. Finally, Section 5 reviews related work, and
Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

Please note that, in the example programs presented in this paper,
unimportant details are omitted in the form of “...” for the sake
of brevity in adhering to the space limitations.

2. CONVENTIONAL APPROACH AND AS-
SOCIATED PROBLEM

In this section, we first introduce UPC-SPIN[11], the result of a
previous study on program verification for the PGAS language,
UPC[38]. Then, we describe the problem with the conventional
approach of UPC-SPIN, and explain the significance of proper ab-
stractions to reduce the number of states to be explored in verifica-
tion.

2.1 Conventional Approach: UPC-SPIN
UPC-SPIN [11] is a program verification tool for UPC [38]. An
overview thereof is illustrated in Figure 1. As shown in the fig-
ure, UPC-SPIN consists of a front end and a back end. The front

Figure 1: Overview of UPC-SPIN

end consists of a parser and a translator for UPC programs called
UPC-ModEx, an extension of the ModEx model extractor for ANSI
C programs [24]. The back end is the SPIN model checker [23],
which takes models described in the Promela modeling language
as input. Therefore, the front end has to translate its input (UPC
programs) into input for the back end (Promela code).

To achieve the translation, UPC-ModEx takes another input called
a look-up table (LUT), as well as the UPC programs. Basically, an
LUT (as the name implies) consists of text-based pattern match-
ing and rewriting rules. More specifically, the parser for UPC-
ModEx parses the given UPC programs and the translator generates
Promela code. In addition, the parser also searches for the text pat-
terns specified in the given LUT and if found, replaces them with
the text also specified in the LUT. In this sense, the LUT can be
seen as a simplified version of text transformation programs (e.g.,
sed programs).

In the following, we give an example UPC program (Figure 2) and
the LUT for verifying the program (Figure 3). These examples
have been taken from [11] and UPC-SPIN’s website [12]. They
have been slightly modified by inserting synchronization locks. It
should be noted that the insertion may not be optimal, but this does
not matter for the purposes of this paper.

Figure 2 gives an example UPC program (calledheatflowin [11]).
The program has two arrays. One is an array of floating-point num-
bers with lengthMAXN*THREADS (line 1), which is shared among
multiple threads. The other is an array of synchronization locks
with the same length as the first array (line 2). HereMAXN denotes
the number of elements in the array of floating-point numbers that
are allocated to each thread, andTHREADS indicates the total num-
ber of threads.

In the program, the array of floating-point numbers is equally di-
vided among the threads. Each thread basically processes its own
subarray, but sometimes accesses several array elements owned
by other threads. More specifically, the two top and bottom ele-
ments of each subarray may be accessed simultaneously by mul-
tiple threads (lines 16, 24, 25, 33, 34, and 38). In general, when
multiple threads simultaneously manipulate a variable, data consis-
tency of the variable may be lost (the so-calledrace condition). For
example, assume that two threads increment the value of a variable.
Although we expect the value to be incremented by two, it could
happen that the value is incremented by only one if both threads
read the value before the first thread has incremented it. To avoid
such a race condition, each thread must acquire the synchronization



� �
1: shared [MAXN] double t[MAXN*THREADS];
2: upc_lock_t * shared lk[MAXN*THREADS];
3: ...
4: int i,base;
5: double e;
6: double tmp[2];
7:
8: base=MYTHREAD*MAXN;
9:
10: if (MYTHREAD==0) {
11: tmp[0]=t[0];
12: e=0.0;
13: } else {
14: upc_lock(lk[base-1]);
15: upc_lock(lk[base]);
16: tmp[0]=(t[base-1]+t[base]+t[base+1])/3.0;
17: upc_unlock(lk[base]);
18: upc_unlock(lk[base-1]);
19: e=fabs(t[base]-tmp[0]);
20: }
21:
22: for (i=base+1; i<base+MAXN-1; i++) {
23: upc_lock(lk[i-1]);
24: tmp[1]=(t[i-1]+t[i]+t[i+1])/3.0;
25: t[i-1]=tmp[0];
26: tmp[0]=tmp[1];
27: upc_unlock(lk[i-1]);
28: }
29:
30: if (MYTHREAD<THREADS-1) {
31: upc_lock(lk[base+MAXN-1]);
32: upc_lock(lk[base+MAXN]);
33: tmp[1]=(t[base+MAXN-2]+t[base+MAXN-1]+
34: t[base+MAXN])/3.0;
35: upc_unlock(lk[base+MAXN]);
36: upc_unlock(lk[base+MAXN-1]);
37: upc_lock(lk[base+MAXN-1]);
38: t[base+MAXN-1]=tmp[1];
39: upc_unlock(lk[base+MAXN-1]);
40: }
41:
42: ...� �

Figure 2: Example UPC program: heatflow

locks (stored in the arraylk) before accessing elements that may
be accessed by or reside in other threads (lines 14, 15, 23, 31, 32,
and 37).

Figure 3 shows an example LUT for checking race freedom of the
example UPC program in Figure 2 using UPC-SPIN. In the LUT,
lines 2 to 4 define the arrays used in the Promela code. Array
lk represents the status of the locks (held/free) in the source UPC
program, while arraysread_t andwrite_t are used to represent
read and write accesses to arrayt, respectively. A detailed ex-
planation of their usage is given later in this section. Please note
that the lengths of the arrays are hard-coded (we assumeMAXN =
5 andTHREADS = 3) because UPC-SPIN does not evaluate arith-
metic expressions with macro variables (e.g.,MAXN*THREADS) in
declarations.

� �
1: ...
2: bit lk[15];
3: bit read_t[15];
4: bit write_t[15];
5:
6: ...
7: upc_lock(lk[base-1]) \
8: atomic{ lk[base-1]==0 -> lk[base-1]=1 }
9: upc_lock(lk[base]) \
10: atomic{ lk[base]==0 -> lk[base]=1 }
11: upc_lock(lk[i-1]) \
12: atomic{ lk[i-1]==0 -> lk[i-1]=1 }
13: upc_lock(lk[base+MAXN-1]) \
14: atomic{ lk[base+MAXN-1]==0 -> \
15: lk[base+MAXN-1]=1 }
16: upc_lock(lk[base+MAXN]) \
17: atomic{ lk[base+MAXN]==0 -> \
18: lk[base+MAXN]=1 }
19: upc_unlock(lk[base-1]) lk[base-1]=0;
20: upc_unlock(lk[base]) lk[base]=0;
21: upc_unlock(lk[i-1]) lk[i-1]=0;
22: upc_unlock(lk[base+MAXN-1]) \
23: lk[base+MAXN-1]=0;
24: upc_unlock(lk[base+MAXN]) lk[base+MAXN]=0;
25: tmp[0]=t[0] read_t[0]=1; \
26: read_t[0]=0;
27: tmp[0]=(((t[(base-1)]+t[base])+\
28: t[(base+1)])/3) \
29: read_t[base-1]=1; \
30: read_t[base]=1; \
31: read_t[base+1]=1; \
32: atomic{ read_t[base-1]=0; \
33: read_t[base]=0; \
34: read_t[base+1]=0; }
35: e=fabs((t[base]-tmp[0])) read_t[base]=1; \
36: read_t[base]=0;
37: tmp[1]=(((t[(i-1)]+t[i])+t[(i+1)])/3) \
38: read_t[i-1]=1; \
39: read_t[i]=1; \
40: read_t[i+1]=1; \
41: atomic{ read_t[i-1]=0; \
42: read_t[i]=0; \
43: read_t[i+1]=0; }
44: t[(i-1)]=tmp[0] write_t[i-1] = 1; \
45: write_t[i-1] = 0;
46: tmp[0]=t[1] read_t[1]=1; \
47: read_t[1]=0;
48: tmp[1]=(((t[((base+MAXN)-2)]+\
49: t[((base+MAXN)-1)])+\
50: t[(base+MAXN)])/3) \
51: read_t[((base+MAXN)-2)]=1; \
52: read_t[((base+MAXN)-1)]=1; \
53: read_t[(base+MAXN)]=1; \
54: atomic{ read_t[((base+MAXN)-2)]=0; \
55: read_t[((base+MAXN)-1)]=0; \
56: read_t[(base+MAXN)]=0; }
57: t[((base+MAXN)-1)]=tmp[1] \
58: write_t[((base+MAXN)-1)]=1; \
59: write_t[((base+MAXN)-1)]=0;
60: t[((base+MAXN)-2)]=tmp[0] \
61: write_t[base+MAXN-2]=1; \
62: write_t[base+MAXN-2]=0;
63: ...� �
Figure 3: An LUT for verifying the program in Figure 2



In the remaining LUT code (lines 7 to 62), each line specifies the
matching text and rewriting rule (where the ‘\’ character is used to
concatenate multiple lines). Each rule is separated into two parts by
the consecutive white spaces appearing in the line. The left part of
each rule specifies a matching pattern in the UPC statements, while
the right part specifies a rewrite rule in Promela.

Lines 7 to 24 specify how to translate the synchronization locks of
UPC into Promela. Lock acquisition is represented by Promela’s
atomic construct (that is, execution of the statements within the
construct is not interleaved with other threads). More specifically,
the atomic construct first checks whether the lock is free, and then
acquires the lock. Lock release is translated into a statement that
simply sets the state of the lock to free. It is worth noting that
almost the same rule is repeated five times (the only difference is
the array index). This is due to the limitations of UPC-ModEx’s
text-based pattern matching approach.

Lines 25 to 62 specify how to translate memory accesses to the
shared arrayt of floating-point numbers. When checking race con-
ditions, exact values of variables are mostly irrelevant. Therefore,
the LUT handles only the beginning and end of each memory ac-
cess (read and write operations). More specifically, when an el-
ement of the array is read (or written), the element of the array
read_t (or write_t, respectively) that has the same index as the
original element is set to 1, and then immediately set to 0. For ex-
ample, the rule described in line 25 of Figure 3 processes the read
access to the shared array in line 11 in Figure 2. With the transla-
tion by the LUT, race freedom can be ensured by checking whether
it is possible thatread_t[i] == 1 && write_t[i] == 1 for
0 ≤ i < MAXN*THREADS.

It should also be noted that, similar to the process for synchroniza-
tion locks described above, very similar rules are repeated redun-
dantly because of the limitations of UPC-ModEx. Thus, the effort
involved in creating the LUT is not that different to the effort in cre-
ating Promela programs from scratch for the program in Figure 3.

2.2 Problem with the Conventional Approach
One significant problem with software model checking on concur-
rent programs (including PGAS programs) is that the state explo-
sion problem tends to occur readily compared with checking se-
quential programs. This is because in concurrent programs, mul-
tiple threads are executed simultaneously and the number of states
to be explored increases dramatically as the number of threads in-
creases.

Therefore, it is essential to apply abstractions; that is, extract es-
sential models related to the properties to be verified by removing
irrelevant parts of the programs. In addition, it is also important to
allow users to specify abstractions flexibly and concisely because
properties to be verified vary from program to program, and from
user to user.

From this viewpoint, the text-based pattern matching approach of
UPC-SPIN is not always sufficient. For example, let us assume
that we wish to reduce the length of an array by ignoring several
elements because it is unnecessary to consider them individually.
In this case, it is necessary to rewrite all the indices appearing in
accesses to the array.

Unfortunately, using UPC-SPIN in the above case, users have to
create a very large LUT, which involves almost the same effort
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Figure 4: Comparison of the number of state transitions when
model checking the program in Figure 5 with and without the
abstraction

as rewriting the whole program in Promela (as alluded to in Sec-
tion 2.1). This is because, for example, a patterntemp=t[i] in
an LUT for UPC-SPIN does not match any of the following UPC
statements:temp=t[j];, temp=t[i]+1;, temp2=t[i];, and so
on. In addition and related to this point, if we made a typo in the
LUT, the rule containing the typo would be silently ignored. Thus,
it is hard for users to check the correctness of LUTs.

In the remainder of this section we show that better abstractions
improve model checking performance and confirm that the diffi-
culty in defining an abstraction is an important problem. Owning
to space limitations, we discuss only two examples taken from [11].

2.3 Need for Abstractions and the Effective-
ness thereof

When checking race conditions, memory accesses to thread-private
data can be ignored. Therefore, the number of states to be explored
can be reduced by abstracting away the thread-private memory ac-
cesses without sacrificing the soundness of the model.

For example, in the program in Figure 2, each thread has its own
subarray and only boundary elements are accessed simultaneously
by multiple threads (as described in Section 2.1). Therefore, it is
necessary to focus only on the boundary, while ignoring the others.

Figure 4 shows the effect of abstracting thread-private data in the
program in Figure 2. The upper and lower graphs show the results
for the program with 3 and 4 threads, respectively. In the figure,
the horizontal and vertical axes represent the size of the subarrays
owned by each thread (MAXN) and the number of state transitions
in the program verification, respectively. The results were obtained
by CAF-SPIN, our program verification tool, the implementation
of which is described in Section 4. More specifically, the UPC pro-
gram in Figure 2 was manually translated into an equivalent CAF



� �
1: program heatflow
2: use iso_fortran_env
3: implicit none
4:
5: real(8) t(MAXN)[*]
6: type(lock_type) lk(MAXN)[*]
7: real(8) tmp(2),e
8: integer me,i,j
9:
10: me=this_image()
11: ...
12: if (me==1) then
13: tmp(1)=t(1)[me]
14: else
15: lock(lk(MAXN)[me-1])
16: lock(lk(1)[me])
17: tmp(1)=(t(MAXN)[me-1]+t(1)[me]+t(2)[me])
18: /3.0d0
19: unlock(lk(1)[me])
20: unlock(lk(MAXN)[me-1])
21: e=dabs(t(1)[me]-tmp(1))
22: end if
23:
24: do i=2,MAXN-1
25: lock(lk(i-1)[me])
26: tmp(2)=(t(i-1)[me]+t(i)[me]+t(i+1)[me])
27: /3.0d0
28: t(i)[me]=tmp(1)
29: unlock(lk(i-1)[me])
30: end do
31:
32: if (me<num_images()) then
33: lock(lk(MAXN)[me])
34: lock(lk(1)[me+1])
35: tmp(2)=(t(MAXN-1)[me]+t(MAXN)[me]
36: +t(1)[me+1])
37: /3.0d0
38: unlock(lk(1)[me+1])
39: unlock(lk(MAXN)[me])
40: lock(lk(MAXN)[me])
41: t(MAXN)[me]=tmp(2)
42: unlock(lk(MAXN)[me])
43: end if
44:
45: ...
46: end program heatflow� �

Figure 5: Example CAF program: heatflow

program (shown in Figure 5) and we checked its race freedom.

As shown in the figure, the number of state transitions with the orig-
inal translation of Figure 3 (labeled asoriginal) increases sharply,
whereas the number remains almost constant with the abovemen-
tioned abstraction (labeled asabstraction) for both 3 and 4 threads.
This is because the number of shared elements is constant with re-
spect to input size in the abstracted program. More specifically,
for example, whenMAXN = 5 with 4 threads, the number of state
transitions decreased from 98,470,158 to 33,241,598 while the ex-
ecution time for model checking was reduced from about 253 s to

� �
1: program conjugate_gradient
2: use iso_fortran_env
3: implicit none
4: type reduce_t
5: real(8) v(2,NUM_PROC_COLS)
6: end type reduce_t
7: type(reduce_t) sh_reduce[*]
8: integer nr_row,me,rs_i,rs_0
9: real(8) rs_a,rs_b
10:
11: me=this_image()
12: ...
13: nr_row=(me-1)/NUM_PROC_COLS
14: rs_o=nr_row*NUM_PROC_COLS
15:
16: do rs_i=rs_o+1,rs_o+NUM_PROC_COLS
17: sh_reduce[rs_i]%v(1,me-rs_o)=rs_a;
18: sh_reduce[rs_i]%v(2,me-rs_o)=rs_b;
19: end do
20:
21: ...
22: end program conjugate_gradient� �

Figure 6: Example CAF program: conjugate gradient

86 s (using an Intel Xeon X5650 2.66GHz processor with 24GB
main memory).

Another example is the program shown in Figure 6 which was also
taken from [11] and manually translated from UPC into CAF in
the same way as the previous example. In the program, multi-
ple threads access a coarray (whose length is equal to the num-
ber of threads) of structures holding two-dimensional arrays (line
7). Although they do not perform any synchronization, they do not
access the same memory location simultaneously; in other words,
race conditions never occur (please note that the program assumes
thatNUM_PROC_COLS is a divisor of the number of threads).

One approach for abstracting the program is to unify the coar-
ray elements accessed by each thread into one element, that is,
convert accesses to then-th element of the coarray to accesses
to the ((n-1)/NUM_PROC_COLS+1)-th element, thereby decreasing
the number of elements accessed from the number of threads to
the quotient of the number of threads andNUM_PROC_COLS. It is
worth noting that the abstraction is conservative in the sense that, if
the verification under the abstraction finds no race conditions, the
original program surely has no race conditions. Conversely, even
if the verification finds a race condition, the original program may
have no race conditions (false positive). Fortunately, in this case,
because the verification under the abstraction reported no race con-
ditions, the program in Figure 6 certainly has no race conditions.

Figure 7 shows the effect of the abovementioned abstraction for the
program in Figure 6. The upper and lower graphs show the results
with 4 and 6 threads, respectively. The horizontal and vertical axes
represent the value ofNUM_PROC_COLS and the number of state
transitions occurring in the program verification, respectively.

As shown in the figure, the number of state transitions without
the abstraction (labeled asoriginal) increases sharply, whereas the
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Figure 7: Comparison of the number of state transitions when
model checking the program in Figure 6 with and without the
abstraction

number remains constant with the abovementioned abstraction (la-
beled asabstraction)for both with 4 and 6 threads. This is be-
cause the number of shared elements is constant with respect to
input size in the abstracted program, as in the previous example.
More specifically, for example, whenNUM_PROC_COLS = 2 with 6
threads, the number of state transitions decreased from 171,891,450
to 2,900,790 and execution time for model checking was reduced
from about 1075 s to 12 s (using an Intel Xeon X5650 2.66GHz
processor with 24GB main memory).

3. OUR APPROACH: TRANSLATION OF AB-
STRACT SYNTAX TREES

As described in the previous section, abstraction of programs plays
an important role in model checking of concurrent programs to
avoid state explosion. However, the conventional approach of UPC-
SPIN suffers from the fact that it is difficult to create LUTs for
abstractions flexibly and concisely. For example, describing an ab-
straction that is similar to the one for the program in Figure 2 (ex-
plained in Section 2.3) requires almost the same amount of code
as the LUT shown in Figure 3 (the actual code has been omitted
owning to space restrictions).

In this section, we explain our approach for describing program
abstractions, which addresses the problem of the conventional ap-
proach. More concretely, our approach consists of an intermedi-
ate representation for programs’ abstract syntax trees and a trans-
lator that takes the intermediate representation as input, transforms
the input abstract syntax trees, and returns the transformed abstract
syntax trees. Users are able to create their own translators to de-
scribe abstractions for their programs.

By introducing the intermediate representation and allowing users
to create translators, it is possible to describe abstractions in a more
flexible and concise way than the conventional text-matching ap-
proach. For example, it is possible to describe an abstraction that

� �
1: type Size = Int
2: type Var = String
3: data Term = Constant Int
4: | VarRef Var
5: | ArrayRef Term [Size] [Term]
6: | CoarrayRef Term Term
7: | FieldRef Term Term
8: | Plus Term Term
9: | ...
10: | FunctionCall Var [Term]
11: | ...
12: data Type = Bit | Int
13: | Array Type [Size] | Coarray Type
14: data Declaration = Base Type Var
15: | Struct Var [Declaration]
16: | ...
17: data Function = Function [Declaration]
18: [Statement]
19: data Expression = LogEQ Term Term
20: | ...
21: | And Expression Expression
22: | ...
23: data Statement
24: = Assign Term Term
25: | Do Var Term Term Term [Statement]
26: | Case [(Expression,[Statement])]
27: [Statement]
28: | Choose [(Expression,[Statement])]
29: | Atomic [Statement]
30: | Assert Expression
31: | ...
32: data Program = Program [Declaration]
33: [Function]� �
Figure 8: Definition of our intermediate representation

aggregates two consecutive elements of an array into one and re-
duces the size of the array by creating a simple translator consisting
of only a few rules to process the nodes representing the accesses
to the array (more detailed examples are given in Section 3.2).

In the following, we first give a definition of our intermediate repre-
sentation, and then explain how to create translators using several
examples. It should be noted that the following explanations are
given in the notation of the Haskell programming language [37] be-
cause the current implementation of our approach, CAF-SPIN (de-
scribed in Section 4) is written in Haskell. This does not, however,
mean that our approach is limited to Haskell. Our approach can be
realized using any programming language that enables users to de-
fine and manipulate tree structures. In addition, similar to the con-
ventional approach (UPC-SPIN), our approach is not restricted to
a specific target programming language. Although our current im-
plementation (CAF-SPIN) handles only CAF programs, it is possi-
ble, in theory, to deal with other languages by writing parsers that
translate their programs into our intermediate representation.

3.1 Definition of Intermediate Representation
Figure 8 gives the definition of our intermediate representation.
The definition is given in the form of Haskell data type definitions.
Note that, in Haskell, a data type definition is headed by the key-



worddata, which is followed by the name of the defined type, the
character ‘=’, and finally the content of the type. Also note that the
lines headed by the keywordtype simply define aliases for types.

A detailed explanation is given below.Term represents a basic
term. Note that, in the definition ofTerm, the character ‘|’ rep-
resents a choice, that is, the value of the typeTerm may be one
of Constant, ArrayRef, CoarrayRef, and so on.Constant is a
data constructor that takes a value of typeInt as an argument, and
denotes a constant value.VarRef denotes an access to a variable. It
takes a value of typeVar as an argument, representing the variable
to be accessed.ArrayRef denotes an array access. The array to be
accessed is specified by the first argument ofArrayRef, while the
size of the array is specified by the second argument. Here,[Size]
represents a list ofSize. The array indices in the array access are
specified by the third argument.CoarrayRef represents an ac-
cess to a coarray, that is, an access to an array shared by multiple
threads. The first argument represents the coarray to be accessed
and the second argument specifies the array index.FieldRef de-
notes an access to a field of a structure. Its first and second argu-
ments specify the structure and field to be accessed, respectively.
Plus denotes an ordinary arithmetic addition whose operands are
specified by its arguments.FunctionCall denotes a function call.
Its first argument denotes the name of the function while the second
argument is the list of arguments for the function call.

Type denotes a type.Bit andInt represent bit and integer types,
respectively.Array represents an array type whose element type
and size are specified in the first and second arguments, respec-
tively. Coarray denotes a coarray type whose element type is spec-
ified by its argument.Declaration represents a declaration in
programs, whileBase denotes a basic variable definition.Struct
represents a definition of a data structure.Function denotes a
function definition. The first argument is a list of declarations
representing the local variables of the function. The second ar-
gument is a list of statements representing the body of the func-
tion. Expression denotes a logical expression;LogEQ denotes an
operator==; andAnd denotes the logical and of two expressions
specified by its first and second arguments.

Statement denotes a statement.Assign denotes an assignment
statement. Its first and second arguments represent terms on the
left- and right-hand sides, respectively.Do denotes ado statement.
The first argumentVar is a loop variable, while the second, third,
and fourth arguments are the initial value, final value, and step,
respectively.Case represents anif statement. Its first argument
(a list of pairs of an expression and a list of statements) denotes
the if andelse-if clauses, while its second argument (a list of
statements) denotes theelse clause. More specifically, each pair
in the first argument represents oneif (or else-if) clause where
the first element of the pair denotes the guard condition, and the
second specifies the body of the clause.Choose is the same as
Case except thatChoose has noelse clause and waits until one
of the guard conditions of theif andelse-if clauses is satisfied.
Atomic denotes a list of statements executed atomically, that is, the
effects of the statements are observed all at once by other threads.
Assert denotes an assertion to be checked by model checking.
Program indicates the whole program. The first argument speci-
fies the global variables, while the second denotes the functions.

3.2 Examples of Translators
This section describes how to create translators by showing three
example translators for the programs given in Figures 5 and 6.

� �
1: ...
2: lut (Do v o p q ss)
3: = [Do v o p q
4: [Case
5: [((And (LogGT (VarRef v)
6: (Constant 2))
7: (LogLT (VarRef v)
8: (Minus (Constant MAXN)
9: (Constant 1)))),
10: [])]
11: (concatMap lut ss)]]
12: ...� �

Figure 10: Example translator that performs the abstraction
for the program given in Figure 5 and described in Section 2.3
(only differences from Figure 9 are shown)

Figure 9 gives the translator for the program in Figure 5. The trans-
lator is equivalent to the original LUT in Figure 3 described in Sec-
tion 2.1. At first sight, the translator may appear to be a bit com-
plex, particularly for readers who are not familiar with Haskell. It
is, however, fairly simple as described below.

Lines 3 and 4 translate the coarrayt in the program into two coar-
raysread_t andwrite_t (corresponding to lines 3 and 4 in Fig-
ure 3). More specifically, the translator searches for declarations
of coarrays in the abstract syntax trees (line 3), and adds the corre-
spondingread_ andwrite_ arrays (line 4). Note that, because the
(declarations of) coarrays are parameterized by variablesn ands,
it is not necessary to modify the translator even if the name of the
coarray is changed or new coarrays are added, unlike in UPC-SPIN.

Lines 8 to 12 translate the accesses to coarrayt into corresponding
accesses toread_t andwrite_t (corresponding to lines 25 to 62
in Figure 3). visit is a utility function provided by our module
Caf2Pml imported in line 1. Functionvisit traverses a statement
given by its first argument, and if it findsTerms, it applies either
of the functions given by its second and third arguments to these
Terms. More specifically, whenTerms appear on the left-hand side
of an assignment statement, the second argument is used. Other-
wise, the third argument is used. Then, if the statement (given by
the first argument) is an assignment statement, it is replaced with
the return values (lists of statements) of the function applications.
Otherwise, the returned lists are appended to the statement.

Functionrefer (defined in lines 10 to 13) plays a major role in
the translation; it checks whether the input term (given by its sec-
ond argument) is an access to a coarray (line 10). If so, it returns
the statements that set the corresponding element of the coarray
read_t (or write_t) to 1 (line 11), and then 0 (line 12). Note
that, even if the program in Figure 5 is modified, it is not neces-
sary to modify the function because coarrays and the array indices
referring to them are parameterized by variablest, sz, i, andci.

The observant reader may notice that the translator in Figure 9 does
not refer to synchronization locks (unlike lines 7 to 24 in Figure 3).
This is because they are automatically handled by module Caf2Pml.
Thus, users do not need to write translators for synchronization
locks explicitly. Of course, users can specify their own translators
that override the automatic handling thereof, if needed.



� �
1: import Caf2Pml.Caf2Pml
2: ...
3: global d@(Base (Coarray (Array _ n)) s)
4: = [d, Base (Coarray (Array Bit n)) ("read_"++s), Base (Coarray (Array Bit n)) ("write_"++s)]
5: global _ = []
6:
7: ...
8: lut s = visit s (refer "write") (refer "read")
9: ...
10: refer s (CoarrayRef (ArrayRef (VarRef t) sz i) ci)
11: = [Assign (CoarrayRef (ArrayRef (VarRef (s++"_"++t)) sz i) ci) (Constant 1),
12: Assign (CoarrayRef (ArrayRef (VarRef (s++"_"++t)) sz i) ci) (Constant 0)]
13: refer _ _ = []� �

Figure 9: Example translator equivalent to the LUT in Figure 3

� �
1: ...
2: lut (Do v o _ _ ss)
3: = (Assign (VarRef v)
4: (Plus
5: (Div (Minus o (Constant 1))
6: (Constant NUM_PROC_COLS))
7: (Constant 1))
8: ):(concatMap lut ss)
9: ...� �

Figure 11: Example translator that performs the abstraction
for the program given in Figure 6 and described in Section 2.3
(only differences from Figure 9 are shown)

Figure 10 shows a second example translator, which abstracts the
program in Figure 5, as described in Section 2.3. The omitted part
of Figure 10 is the same as Figure 9. More precisely, the translator
can be obtained by inserting the code in Figure 10 between lines 7
and 8 in Figure 9. In other words, the abstraction can be added in a
modular way without affecting the original translator.

More concretely, the code in Figure 10 searches for ado statement
in Figure 5 (line 2), and then inserts code that skips the loop body
if the loop indexv is greater than 2 (lines 5 and 6) and less than
(MAXN-1) (lines 7 to 9).

Figure 11 illustrates a third example translator, which abstracts the
program in Figure 6 as described in Section 2.3. In the same way as
in the second example, the complete translator can be obtained by
inserting the code in Figure 11 between lines 7 and 8 in Figure 9.

More concretely, the code in Figure 11 seeks ado loop in Figure 6
(line 2), and then replaces it with an assignment statement that as-
signs the value of((o-1)/NUM_PROC_COLS+1) to the loop index
variable (lines 3 to 7), where the statement is followed by the body
of the originaldo loop (line 8). Thus, the loop is abstracted away.

4. IMPLEMENTATION: CAF-SPIN
As the proof of concept of our approach described in Section 3, we
implemented CAF-SPIN, which is a software model checking tool
for Coarray Fortran. This section briefly introduces CAF-SPIN.

Figure 12: Overview of CAF-SPIN

Figure 12 shows an overview of CAF-SPIN, which takes as input
a source CAF program and a translator written by the user. First,
the parser parses the CAF program and generates its abstract syntax
tree in the intermediate representation (as explained in Section 3.1).

Then, CAF-SPIN applies the translator to the generated abstract
syntax tree. It is easy to implement the application because both
the translator and the intermediate representation are Haskell pro-
grams. It is worth noting that different from UPC-SPIN, CAF-SPIN
applies the translator to the intermediate representation, whereas
UPC-SPIN performs source level translation with LUTs.

Finally, the code generator transforms the translated abstract syntax
tree into a Promela program, and then passes it to the SPIN model
checker. Note that not all the features of Coarray Fortran can be di-
rectly translated into Promela. For example, because Promela does
not support floating-point numbers, they are transformed into in-
tegers in Promela. Moreover, array access indices are transformed
by the code generator because Fortran uses 1-origin indexing for ar-
rays whereas Promela adopts 0-origin indexing, and Promela does
not have multidimensional arrays. More concretely, for example,
an array access in the intermediate representationArrayRef (VarRef
"a") [5,4] [(Constant 3),(Constant 2)] is translated into
Promela code asa[(5*(2-1))+(3-1)].

In addition, because Promela does not support coarray notation
directly, accesses to coarrays are transformed into ordinary array
accesses in Promela. For example,CoarrayRef (VarRef "a")



(Constant 1) andCoarrayRef (ArrayRef (VarRef "b”) [3]
[(Constant 2)]) (Constant 4) are translated intoa[1-1] and
b[(3*(4-1))+(2-1)], respectively.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the experimental results with
CAF-SPIN (and the example translators from Section 3.2) are pre-
sented in Section 2.3. In summary, the experimental results show
that the abstractions performed by the translators described in this
section dramatically reduce the number of states to be explored for
model checking. More specifically, this number remains almost
constant because the numbers of shared elements are constant with
respect to input size in the abstracted programs.

It should also be noted that, though the details are not presented
in this paper owning to space limitations, we conducted additional
experiments with CAF-SPIN. More specifically, for example, we
removed some synchronization locks in the programs in Figures 5
and 6, and confirmed that CAF-SPIN was able to detect race con-
ditions correctly in the modified programs.

5. RELATED WORK
Because program verification of PGAS languages is an emerging
research topic, there are not that many studies on model check-
ing PGAS programs. UPC-SPIN [11] is a software model check-
ing tool for UPC [38]. UPC-SPIN translates UPC programs into
Promela according to text-based matching and rewriting rules given
by users, and then runs the SPIN model checker [23] with the trans-
lated Promela models. The text-based matching and rewriting ap-
proach is inconvenient for applying abstractions to programs com-
pared with our approach of translation at the level of abstract syn-
tax trees as proposed in this paper. X10X [18] is a model checker
for the programming language X10 [34]. X10X utilizes the model
checker Java PathFinder (JPF) [20], a software model checker for
Java programs, as its back end. More specifically, X10X is imple-
mented by modifying the language runtime of X10, JPF, and the
translator from X10 to Java, and introducing static analysis to infer
thread locality to fill the semantic gap between X10 and Java and
tackle the state explosion problem. On the other hand, CAF-SPIN
does not modify the Fortran compiler, runtime, or SPIN. Moreover,
X10X does not consider user-definable abstractions.

Apart from PGAS languages, MPI-SPIN [36] is a model checker
for C programs with MPI [17]. MPI-SPIN is implemented as an
extension to the SPIN model checker. Because there is no shared
memory in the MPI model, it is unclear whether the approach of
MPI-SPIN can be applied to PGAS models. The one-sided commu-
nications in MPI can be used to simulate the single address space
in PGAS models. However, the focus of existing research is to
check whether programs use the one-sided communication APIs
correctly [30], and it is unclear whether there exists a practical and
efficient simulation from the viewpoint of model checking. Zing [3]
is an experimental model checker for shared memory parallel pro-
grams written in its own modeling language, ZING. ZING supports
concurrent programs with multiple threads that can communicate
with each other via shared memory and message passing. Gener-
ally speaking, model checking shared memory concurrent/parallel
programs tends to be more difficult than PGAS programs because,
for example, data locality is not usually apparent unlike in PGAS
programs. To address the state explosion problem of shared mem-
ory concurrent programs, Zing infers transactions (groups of op-
erations whose effects are observed atomically by other threads)
in programs based on Lipton’s theory of reduction [26], and per-
forms procedure summarization with the inferred transactions. In

theory, Zing’s approach works well for programs that are properly
synchronized with synchronization primitives, but it is not so effec-
tive for non-synchronized programs (e.g., the program in Figure 6).
To address this problem, it would be necessary to conduct precise
heap analysis and/or allow users to define abstractions as a cue for
further analysis (in a similar way to CAF-SPIN).

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper described a software model checking approach with
user-definable abstractions for PGAS programs. The key idea of
the approach is to enable users to create program translators at the
level of abstract syntax trees by exposing their intermediate repre-
sentation. The approach enables users to define their own abstrac-
tions for their programs in a flexible and concise way. In fact, the
cost of creating a translator is lower than that of creating text-based
pattern matching and rewriting rules in the conventional approach.

This paper also briefly introduced CAF-SPIN, a software model
checking tool for Coarray Fortran based on the proposed approach.
In CAF-SPIN, both its intermediate representation of abstract syn-
tax trees and translator are expressed as Haskell programs. There-
fore, users are able to define abstractions by simply writing Haskell
functions. The experimental results presented in this paper confirm
that abstractions can be defined easily and concisely in CAF-SPIN,
and the number of states to be explored for model checking is dra-
matically reduced with the abstractions.

Future work includes an extension to support relaxed memory mod-
els [1] (as mentioned briefly in Section 1). In relaxed memory mod-
els, the effects of memory operations on shared memory may be ob-
served in a different order by each thread. PGAS languages usually
assume (explicitly or implicitly) that single address spaces shared
among multiple threads behave according to the relaxed memory
models. Recently, several approaches were proposed for analyzing
programs under the relaxed memory models [35, 6, 15, 19], but it is
unclear whether our intermediate representation and translator will
suffice for expressing the approaches in a concise way.

Another direction for future work is to apply the proposed approach
to other PGAS languages. Although the current implementation is
specific to Coarray Fortran, we believe that the core elements of
the approach are generic enough and can be applied to other PGAS
languages by extending the front end to parse these programs. In
addition, it may be useful to implement a simple language for cre-
ating translators, for users who are not familiar with Haskell.

Finally, we would like to confirm the effectiveness of CAF-SPIN
for more realistic and larger programs, for example, by checking
programs that handle sparse/irregular data structures.
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